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“ART (Visual): Visual Arts in Year 9 is a practical half-year course that provides 
students with the   essential skills needed to continue with this subject in the senior school. 
It also gives students an understanding of art – how and why it is made. Students 

produce work within a range of disciplines including sculpture, painting, 
printmaking, photography and design.

“In addition to these practical activities, students learn about the purpose of art 
and the role it plays in our lives and the communities we live in. Students also learn 

about a range of artist models and are taught how to analyse artists’ works and 
apply their own ideas and approaches to their own art work.” 1

No high school painting unit is easy. If it were, art and the history of art in general would look 
a lot different today. Year 9 is the first time in which a secondary school student can choose art 
as a specialty subject, giving each student the opportunity to take on a core subject such as 
painting with the idea that they wish to learn more in the field of visual arts now and possibly in 
the future. This is where the all-important concept of the ‘artist model’ comes into play. An artist 
model and their work is a representation of what visual arts is and could be for a young student 
starting out. In fact, there are thousands of historical and contemporary painters that are used as 
exemplars of different genres and styles in the classroom. 

“Good artist models o�er something of value to a student: ideas for composition, approach to a 
subject, creative use of media or outstanding technique. It is not necessary that the artist be 

investigating the same subject (indeed, while this can sometimes make it easier, at times this can 
hinder originality and leave a student tending to copy rather than extending their own ideas).” 2

The idea of the artist model reaches far back into the history of art education. Influential 20th 
century artist associated with the Impressionist movement Edgar Degas (1834-1917) famously 
spent much time in the Louvre drawing and painting after the accepted old masters.3 Even at the 
height of their careers the ateliers (studios) of masters such as Titian (1490-1576) would be filled 
with student apprentices eager to assist great painters and sculptors in order to master the art 
themselves. The tradition of the artist model in this instance harks back even further to the 
ancient Japanese art practice of utsushi (copy). Although the idea of copying in Western 
culture denotes quite strong pejorative connotations, in Japanese culture the epistemology 
of the utsushi centres around “movement or transference of some subject or object, from one 
material or metaphorical location to another.” 4 In an effort to learn an art form, student artists in 
Japan would strive to create an exact replication of a masterwork or model as a way of mastering 
technique.5 Thus any experience of studying, working with, or even copying existing artworks early 
on in the career of an artist would generate skills and practical knowledge of what came before them 
and how one can create originality in consideration of history and tradition. 

There are inevitable contradictions generated by any method of teaching art, to which the 
artist model structure is not exempt. It is a practical and relevant educational framework shared 
by secondary schools across New Zealand, yet the experience of which often still raises questions 
around what is considered copying in a plagiaristic sense and what is considered learning by 
emulating an artist model to help in “extending their own ideas.”6 The New Zealand painting 
curriculum often focuses on classic contemporary still life artists such as established Ilam 
graduate Jude Rae who is often paired in comparison to Italian still life painter Giorgio Morandi 
(1890-1964). This year, the Burnside Year 9 painting unit ‘Formal Still Life Painting’ is 
centralised around the work of Emily Hartley-Skudder, also an Ilam graduate but somewhat 
of a wild card considering she has just graduated with an honours degree in painting last year. 
For Hartley-Skudder, the challenge of negotiating an artist model-based painting unit remains 
relevant, providing her with an awareness and critical mind set she extends on and exploits 
within her emerging practice. Her work centres on Freud’s theory of the uncanny, abstracting 
common ideas within the practice of still life painting by constructing overtly familiar, yet subtly 
uneasy domestic scenes. 7 Hartley-Skudder’s process begins with the selection and arrangement 
of found miniature replicas typical to a traditional still life painting. These are then photographed 
before being translated into painted form. Her paintings are vivid yet vacuous, solidifying tiny 
plastic miniature toys within classic historical still life scenes.

“�e ancient painting tradition of still life is deeply rooted in the representation of the 
ordinary – the world of simple, material things. �is genre has travelled a trajectory 
through time, passed down like the ageless objects themselves. It is now manifested in 
stock photography, cookbooks and ‘wall-art’, displaying a resilience that is far removed 
from its historical genesis. �e painted still life selects aspects from our mundane and 

frequently overlooked reality and re-presents them to viewers in a considered and 
accomplished painted form, now elevated as works of art. [...] Such scrupulous 

rendering and strained high focus creates a tension that would not be experienced 
in the real world; these objects now inhabit a hyperreal world.” 8

As Hartley-Skudder describes how she conveys this sense of an external reality in her still life 
paintings, correlating themes of replication, removal and reproduction begin to feel not only 
uncanny within the visual aspects of her practice, but within the very fact that she has now 
become an artist model to younger students of art. “There is no longer any difference between 
original and reproduction and therefore the ‘source’ of the representation, ceases to be definable. [...] The 
very definition of a ‘reproduction’ loses its nature as secondary.” 9  Hartley-Skudder’s existing interests 
in these themes come full circle in this exhibition. Through curating a group of student paintings 
– studied, derived and appropriated from her own – she further examines her own emerging 
practice from a unique standpoint. From physical replica to photograph to painting, 
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Figure 2  Emily Hartley-Skudder, Vintage Library Still Life (2012), Oil on Calico.

Figure 3  (Top left) Artist model repoduction and (Top right) teacher’s exemplar displayed in class at Burnside High School.

Figure 1  Teacher’s still life photograph (2013), Laminated colour copy.

Hartley-Skudder’s process has then been repeated and built upon by the teachers at Burnside High 
School. Photographs of the teachers’ own still life arrangements were initially taken to emulate the 
artist’s miniature tableaux (fig.1) and passed onto the students to paint from whilst referring to one 
exemplar colour printout of Hartley-Skudder’s work (fig.2).

Taking cue from Heather Straka’s 2009-11 project The Asian, Hartley-Skudder’s Painting Unit 
exhibits the student paintings in rows to highlight themes of replication, and present the similarities and 
differences between every work in correspondence to her own.10 Though these rows consider the idea 
of reproduction, they also display the students’ work as originals from the position that they have 
created their own unique take of Hartley-Skudder’s. Intriguingly, this makes each student 
painting more original or individual, but also simultaneously undermines the notion of the 
original.11 Hartley-Skudder’s ‘original’ exemplar painting, like Straka’s, was not actually shown 
to the students, who only viewed the work as an internet-sourced, enlarged colour print out 
(fig.3). Thus unlike Straka, who displayed her own painting among the copies, Hartley-Skudder has 
not included her original still life within the final installation, further contemplating and connecting the 
relationship between the original and replica within her own developing practice. 

Much like The Asian, Painting Unit is a “challenge to the aura of the original, enhanced by the final 
painting installation.”12 As The Asian both “affirms the importance of the creative act as well as originality in 
production and myth around making an autonomous artwork,”13 Painting Unit reveals a sense of this kind of 
development in an earlier stage of painting as a traditional artistic medium. This exhibition doesn’t 
necessarily seek to weigh in on the existing discourse around cultural appropriation as any project 
centered around replication and reproduction might, it rather engages those very themes so as to 
contemplate how a painter’s development of an original thought could be shaped by this way of learning 
at the very entry point of the art “institution.”14 Through inviting secondary school art classes to 
question the process between original and the replica, Hartley-Skudder continues her own 
explorations of the original and its origins through the consideration that perhaps supposed copies 
of the real are not equal to, but more engaging than their originals.15 The classroom is an all too 
familiar and often uneasy place to be for many, but those who choose to enter into the world of art in 
the future will remember the days of Year 9 painting units as being often just as challenging and 
thought-provoking as future tertiary courses and those beyond in what many call ‘the real world’, where 
learning outcomes and achievement objectives might not be written into daily tasks and activities, but are 
certainly ever-present as we navigate every aspect of life.
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VISUAL ARTS YEAR 9
FORMAL STILL LIFE PAINTING

Analyse the works of Emily Hartley-Skudder and apply similar 
techniques in the production of a formal still life painting.

ACHIEVEMENT OBJECTIVES
• Develop practical knowledge in the visual arts

• Develop ideas in the visual arts
• Communicate and interpret the visual arts

• Understand the visual arts in context

LEARNING OUTCOMES
• Accurately describe shape and form using tonal modelling

• Describe own work in relation to the artist model
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